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Dimitris Drakopouloq

development man*ffi'at EMRA, tells UME wlry his cornpany's small scale
water solutions could be a perfect ftt for the region.
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Tell us ahout your latesttechnolo$ical
innovations and what makes them unique
EMRA delivers one-stop-shop water solutions

climate conditions.
Additionally, we complement our
product portfolio with srnall units for mobile

and surrounding countries with portable

using the latest developments in technological

desalination and water treatment systems
powered by clean technologies.
Based onthe latest design philosophy and

innovation and sustainability. We have
partnered with Trunz Water Systems (small-

application. Usingthe same technology as midsize and large seale water treatment plants,

Tell ur abdut Efira'i work in deralination
EMRA is a renewable energy solution
systems integrator serVing the local market

automated technol ogies,

EM RAs

.

slistems

ensure an uninterrupted supply oftreated

quality water. Whether for emergency, short
term or long term use, our range of products can
solve critical water issues such as water scarcity,

scale systems) and Axeon Water Technologies

(medium-scale systems), world leaders in
water treatment and energy supply systems for
communities, industries and remote areas.
Our product development process focuses
on energy efficiency and integration

ofhigh

the"farefrort of th"e small and medium-scale
desalination systems. Our reputation for

quality components. Desalination systems are
equipped with a specially developed energy
recovery pump which significantly reduces
energy consumption and costs.
In terms of energy efficiency, Trunz

tle rapid

desalinationsystems are unique thanks to

industrial plant startup or continuous water
provision.
Our expertise and knowledge place us at

response service and our ongoing

commitment to minimise our customer's
environmental footprint are being recognised
and allow u$to turn to new markets quickly.

these units provirle

n

llqle

solution.formobile

watei:treatmentldesalinat'ion achieving th e
same water quality as with lafger systems/
plants.
Communities that live in remote areas

without water or power recognise the
technological innovation ofour products as
they contribute to improving their quality of
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' llsingtbe same technology as midsize and large water

their
complete independent operation. All ofour
units are designed to run on solar andior wind

tfeatmentplgnt$.t@s-g.unils
provide a unique'So tion."

power and are made to work under very harsh

DIM ITRIS DRAKOPOULOS, EMRA
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@withintheindustrial

secton EMRAis positioned to
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qrt rev ers e osmosis p ortqble
equipment."

life. Recently Trunz Water Systems launched a

new system,

a

wall mounted water treatment

(or desalination) unit for

indoor

application in houses, apartment
buildings, hospitals, schools etc.
The unit improves the water
quality up to potable level from

existing water resources such as
(roof) water collection tank or the
communal water network.

Within the industrial sector, EMRA is

incorporate a S%allowable fouling
or flux decline for the membranes

without loss ofsystem product water
capacity. The RO units are skid mounted,

and gas industry and construction industries.
a key
quality factor in concrete production. The
water needs to be pure in order to prevent side

For example, water is considered to be

positioned to meet speciflc water requirements

pre-assembled, pre-wired and have been fully

reactions from occurring which may weaken

through the state-of-the-art reverse osmosis
portable equipment. Axeon energy recovery
systems reduce energy requirements by up to
4o%,resultingin more effective and affordable
water treatment solutions.
The reverse osmosis system stands out
for its robust construction and is designed to
conservative standards for versatility in the
event of feedwater quality and temperature

operationally tested at the factory prior to
customer shipment.

the production process. EMRAs advanced

variations. All ofAxeon system designs

address anywater requirements within the
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In addition, Axeon's reverse osmosis systems

include microprocessor based controls to

portable water systems provide efficient
solutions by treating sea water or brackish
water to ensure the purest water supply.

allow for an automatic operation with minimal
operator intervention. Safety devices are
provided to protect the desalination system and
its components from common fault conditions.
Our containerised units can be used to

oil

What projects have you undertaken in this

region?
Afewyears ago, Trunz implemented a project
with 30 mobile desalination systems in UAE as
well

as

containerised solutions. The systems

www.utilities- me.com
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were installed in different desert areas where
only brackish ground water was available and
no water infrastructure / network existed.
Additionally, they have provided the systems

inthe harbour ofAbu Dhabi to conduct
performance testing where salt content
reached up to 43,OOO parts per million (ppm).
What were the challenges and outcomes?
The main challenges were dust, heat and access
to remote areas. Based on the customer's

feedback, itwas decided to install, in selected
remote places, containerized systems equipped
with air conditioning in order to protect the
unit from the challenging environmental
conditions. That method has proven successful
and eliminated customer's concerns related
to the safe operation and maintenance

ofthe

installed systems.

What does the future hold for EMRA in this
region?
Energy efficiency and desalination are the
most important challenges that GCC countries
should address over the next decade. EMRAwill

.\

continue to integrate solar and water innovative

wireless communication technology along with

solutions, setting new standards in customer

soil moisture sensors.

s

achieving great savings in water consumption
and minimising energy costs.
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process over an unlimited number offieldvalves

system for efficient agricultural irrigation
that incorporates a portable desalination unit
carrying a photo voltaic (PV) solar system,
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manages and remotely controls the irrigation

Currently, we are developing an intelligent
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Due to its powerful software, this robust system

ati sfac tion and sustainability.
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